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ABSTRACT
Peace education can be applied to the younger generation through curriculum and peace culture movements in schools. In its development, practicing peace education is not easy. One of the Islamic da’wah media that is quite interesting for the younger generation is comics. Comics are interesting works for children and teenagers. Through this visual media, comics come with various themes, one of which is the theme of Islamic da’wah. Comics have their characteristics by providing values in the form of text and images as a medium to internalize the values contained in comics. This study describes 1) the role of comics in peace education; 2) the values of peace education in the Iqomic Da’wah ala Komikus Comic. This paper is based on the data contained in the Iqomic Da’wah ala Komikus comic which was collected through content analysis which was determined based on the criteria. Data was analyzed qualitatively according to Miles and Huberman. The results of this study are: 1) the media has a role in the spread of Islamic da’wah, including visual media, namely comics; 2) four values of peace education appear in this Iqomic Da’wah ala Komikus comic, namely not accusing people/groups, having to believe if the truth comes from Allah, not joking in the Shari’a, and 3) not having bad things to others.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Building peace in society is not easy. Society as a community will give birth to various problems that occur in society. Conflicts can be created from various misunderstandings, especially in understanding religious texts. One of the efforts in forming a culture of peace in children is through peace education. This education can enter through the religious culture of the school, the school curriculum, to the interaction between one student and another. So that, from education whose individual development and intellectual production will be expanded into social development of an active society to maintain peace [1] Peace education should be given since children because children can do imitations, as well as through the qudwah hasanah of the people around them.

Efforts to bring about peace and preaching about the morals of Muslims and Muslimah in the community take various forms. Islamic da’wah today must be following the needs of the community [2] One of them is through comics media that are suitable for use by children and teenagers, even though comics are also interesting reading for adults. Comic media has also been carried out in Islamic religious learning in schools which has been proven to increase students’ motivation and learning outcomes in learning Islamic education learning outcomes [3], [4].

Da’wah is highly recommended by Allah SWT, as explained in the Bukhari hadith "Say even one verse ..." This hadith recommends that every Muslim always preach in any case, giving goodness to others even though it is a verse / few / according to his ability.

Da’wah, sometimes synonymous with old people. However, children, adolescents, and adults are also targets for continuing to call for goodness. One model of da’wah for children and adolescents is to use media, visual and non-visual, such as storybooks, comics, and films. This means that da’wah does not have a heavy orientation and seems rigid, but preaching to children through this media can create an image that Islamic teachings are not rigid, Islamic teachings that are internalized in daily life will have a positive influence on children's religious life. Therefore, it is necessary to socialize child-friendly media in preaching.

Comics are an alternative to preaching in the modern era. From the comics, the message of da’wah will be obtained as research has been carried out by [5] where communication will be conveyed properly through symbols and writings conveyed in comics. The comic Iqomik Da’wah ala Komikus was born in the context of preaching and spreading Islamic values through visual and print media. It is hoped that with this comic media, Islamic da’wah does not seem rigid,
but raises awareness to study Islam more deeply through daily activities. This paper will discuss the role of comics on Islamic da'wah to children and the values of peace education in Iqomik Da’wah ala Komikus comic.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Peace Education

Peace education is one of the educations that should exist and be developed in families, schools, and communities. This is because peace education aims to equip citizens with knowledge, attitudes, and skills on how to establish peace in society, as stated by [6]. Education has become a tool for the world to transform generations. Since 1945, UNESCO has been working through education to promote international peace and the general welfare of mankind, including by improving the curriculum and teacher training [7]. Building peace education must be trained in children from an early age by illustrating how they can interact with others without conflict. Through peace education that is built from an early age, it will give birth to a generation that is minimal in the conflict in understanding the harmonization of life and also in understanding religious literacy, because [8] the seeds of religious radicalism do not always appear is due to religious understanding, but there are differences in religious views that arise and are present in society. According to [9] one way to build peaceful education is to educate the next generation. Therefore, peace education can be created by strengthening social relations between individuals, families, and communities, to be able to provide a peaceful space and understand the differences that occur.

2.2. Islamic Da’wah

The main purpose of da’wah is to convey (tabligh) treatises or divine messages using both written and spoken words. With humans as the target object, [10] Islamic da’wah in this era of globalization has many new challenges. Globalization is synonymous with changes in all fields, including technology. This developing technology also causes the media to develop as well. The challenge of da’wah with the role of the media is getting bigger. So that the field of da’wah is getting more difficult, where jihad in the field of da’wah struggles so that information is not controlled by the owner of the information [11]. To get a proper understanding of da’wah, it is necessary to have an Islamic da’wah strategy that is based on the proselytizing of da’wah to the community [12]. Islamic da’wah today is not only intended for the older generation but the younger generation, even children. Through comic media, messages of morality, creed, and sharia as conveyed by [13] will be conveyed by providing interesting illustrations, so that comics indirectly make a positive contribution in developing da'wah strategies and planting peace education. Therefore da’wah through print media is one of the media for spreading ideas for change, enlightenment, Islamic enthusiasm, and Islamic optimism [14] and also a medium that still exists and is packaged attractively in its delivery, one of which is through comics.

2.3. Comic

Comics are a medium used to express ideas with images, often in combination with text or other visual information. Iqomik Da’wah Ala Komikus is a medium in the form of writing and images containing invitations in the form of promotion and Islamic da’wah of good values exemplified by the Prophet. Iqomik Da’wah ala Komikus has become an alternative to Islamic da’wah to the younger generation.

This Iqomik Da’wah ala Komikus is one of the comics that contain the da’wah of Islam. Written by 22 comic artists and edited with Woro Lestari. This Comic was published by Salsabila Publisher in east Jakarta in 2018.

3. METHOD

This research is descriptive qualitative research by content analysis approach. This method describes the role and values in Iqomik Da’wah Ala Komikus. The primary data is in the form of a comic book entitled Iqomik Da’wah ala Komikus. Secondary data is in the form of information that supports primary data, namely in the form of journals and other documents. Data collection techniques in the form of using reading the Iqomik Da’wah Ala Komikus to classified and note-taking techniques to describe the role and values in Iqomik Da’wah Ala Komikus and data analysis through descriptive analysis by using Miles and Huberman by data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion.

4. RESULT

4.1 The Role of Comic of Peace Education in Children

Comics as a media for children's and youth's literacy are media that we cannot underestimate. The development of the comic world is quite significant. In the era of the 2000s, the emergence of various genres in the world of literacy which led to the publication of various literary works became one of the important
milestones in the development of modern literature in Indonesia, including the emergence of comics. Comics as light reading are still in demand by children, teenagers, and adults. Along with the development of time, comics are not only synonymous with funny stories that contain laughter, but comics have now become a medium for preaching.

The comic faces of children, teenagers, and adults not only talk about daily life how Muslims behave but also tell about history, Islamic civilization, Islamic figures, and hadith morals. So that there are efforts made by comic artists in preaching through comics, namely trying to build awareness of readers to know the values that are present in Islamic da’wah comics, practice them and internalize them in their readers. Thus, Islamic da’wah is now easier to use as comics media, so the values of da’wah will be absorbed easily.

4.2 Peace Education Values in Islamic Da’wah Comic

Technological advances have become a space for anyone to create, including comic artists. One of the interesting and popular works that are still in demand is comics. Comics are one of the media that are still favored by children and teenagers. Through comics, comic artists provide goals, values, and characters that can more or less affect the lives of children and adolescents. As light reading material for children and adolescents, comics appear with concise titles, contain broad meanings, are drawn with interesting strokes, and can tell the overall content of the theme through the stories raised.

Each comic has a value and purpose that is depicted through several scenes or narratives in the comic, as contained in Iqomic Da’wah ala Komikus. Iqomic Da’wah a la Komikus was written by 22 different comic artists with the central theme of how Muslim morals are towards themselves and others.

In the comic Iqomic Da’wah ala Komikus, it consists of 22 themes with the values in the comic content there are several values of reconciliation education, namely:

1. Should not accuse people/groups carelessly in the title Ketika Shalat Jumat tanpa Khutbah (When Friday prayers without a sermon.).

2. Must believe in the truth if the truth comes from Allah and His Messenger in the title Cover Aurat (Now Age).

3. Not joking in the Shari’a in the title “Lho Baru Tau?”

4. Do not have bad morals, such as envy and envy in the title “Cingkrang pants, the house is flooded huh?”

5. Discussion

Building peace has become a fairly loud discourse. Along with the emergence of various religious conflicts in society, peace is expected to be able to be
practiced in the religious life of the Indonesian people, including children. One of the efforts to build peace in children through literary works in comics.

Comics are works of interest to children and teenagers. Through this visual media, comics come with various themes, one of which is the theme of Islamic da’wah. This comic media can also be used as teaching material in several subjects such as mathematics which results in that this comic is practical to use and can achieve the implementation of the subject [15]. The concept of Islamic da’wah through this comic makes it easier for children and teenagers to be able to practice good morals that are being carried out in daily life so that the values of Islamic da’wah can be internalized in each individual.

The integration of Islamic da’wah values in this comic can be integrated directly, through the media of images and words expressed. As stated by [16] that direct integration in peace education is effective in understanding peace. This research contributes something new where the use of comics media as a visual media in Islamic da’wah is easily accessible to children and teenagers.

6. CONCLUSION

Comics are interesting works for children and teenagers. Through this visual media, comics come with various themes, one of which is the theme of Islamic da’wah. Comics have their characteristics by providing values in the form of text and images as a medium to internalize the peace education values contained in the comic content.

This study strengthens previous research related to the role of print media in the development of Islamic da’wah strategies to the younger generation, especially children. The results of this study provide an important illustration that learning to build peace education can be done through comic media. So we need a comic depiction that refers to Islam rahmatan lil ‘alamin.

Building peace education in comic media, still limited to one comic, namely Iqomic Da’wah ala Komikus. Therefore, further studies related to this discussion are needed.
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